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August 2018 – Jim’s Issue No.80 

 

Modelling in July 2018 – by Jim 

 

First off this month, three of our members went along to a talk entitled Aviation Around 

Poole Bay by Kevin Patience, A very good speaker with some nice pictures, nothing new 

but a pleasant evening.   Next our meeting, we sorted who would be going to Romsey 

show on the 14
th

. Which by all accounts was another pleasant day, small but select, for 

photos see our web site. The competition was I gather rather like our Model of the Month 

whereby each attending club voted for their favourite model at the show, which as we 

know is an almost impossible task.   Back to our meeting where Greg Lock ( all things 

Spitfire ) mentioned that on the 17
th

 July there was to be a screening of the new Spitfire 

film at local cinemas. He also offered to produce for our Telford theme a map of Dorset 

on which could be indicated the relevant locations for our models. Along the lines of the 

one he had made for his Model of the Month Spitfire model. Of course he would need to 

know in plenty of time what these models are going to be. Whilst he had the floor Greg 

reminded us the RAF 100 fly-past would be on July 10
th

  and it was nice to see they did 

in fact find 100 aircraft to take part, I think the Battle of Britain Flight probably contains 

more aircraft than some Squadrons.  In general discussions it was mentioned there is 

another film about the Spitfire being prepared this time about the shadow factories, 

whereby the production was dispersed around the country sometimes in very small 

workshops to evade the bombing. As mentioned last month we have sent a card from the 

club to Maria Bisp wishing her well. Finally, for the meeting report we have Model of the 

Month, The usual difficult decisions and a close run thing but the face on Agamemnon 

won the day for Paul Seeley. Words and photo next page. Later in the month Wimborne 

hosted a History Festival commemorating 100 years since the end of WW1 and the 

Suffrage movement. There was a Bristol Scout type C bi plane in the square. A bell 

tented 1918 style encampment with reenactors, Artillery, Machine Gun Section, German 

field kitchen, Ambulance and a Motor Tricycle Ammunition Carrier. Complete with 

weapons and accessories on the School field.  On the Minster Green could be found  
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Suffragettes, Punch and Judy and Edwardian style entertainment. The Museum, the 

Allendale centre in fact most of Wimborne participated in a very good event well worth 

visiting, I hope if they do a festival next year they can spread the word around as not 

many people I spoke to knew it was happening.  Now the heat wave has broken perhaps 

we can get back to the modeling. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Model of the Month July 2018 by Paul Seeley 

 

Agamemnon – King of the Mycenae (or Mr Shouty man) 

 

Whilst rummaging through the models on the shelf I came across this lovely Art Girona 

figure. The casting is showing some signs of age, but the face is just fantastic and the 

wonderful pose just drew me in. Upon close examination I discovered that part of the 

edge of the shield was missing which gave me a bit of a problem since it was too small to 

use putty on, but definitely too big to ignore. A bit of old school work with the soldering 

iron re-built the missing section with soft solder (happily without melting any of the rest 

of it in the process) All that was then required was to carve in the detail till it matched. 

Painting is in acrylics and followed my usual practice of doing the biggest areas first 

starting with the white clothing  (which doesn’t use any white at all) The base colour is 

Deck tan which is gradually lightened with Off white (a very useful mixing colour) 

Deeper tones were made by adding German camo brown to the Deck tan. These colours 

give a ‘warm’ white that works well for linen. To provide a contrast the fringing was 

mixed using Off white & Basalt grey which gives a cooler white. The bronze armour base 

was a mix of a Dark brown and Brass. Once dry I gradually lighted this by adding more 

brass and then shaded using Smoke and very thin washes of Dark green and Dark brown 

going back and forth till I was happy with the contrasts. The shading on the back of the 

shield is done wet in wet using a piece of sponge rather than an airbrush. 

The eyes had tiny holes to mark the pupils which is something I don’t like so they were 

filled in before I started the face using Brown sand as a base colour for the skin. Painting 

eyes is always tricky, but a good brush helps and the willingness to re-do until you are 

happy. Eye ‘whites’ are painted first with Light skin, then the irises added in a mid brown 

followed by a line of darker brown for the top lash. Once the rest of the face was 

complete its back to the eyes, shade the iris ,add a pupil then finally add a tiny catch-light 

of pure white (The only use for pure white on a figure IMO) 

The boots caused a fair amount of ‘choice’ language and some re-modelling and 

sharpening of the details using Duro putty until I was happy and I don’t want to talk 

about the boots which are a nightmare to paint. 

The base was made from my usual Das clay coated with road dirt and grit. The arrows are 

the third batch I made (each being more realistic than the last) The shafts are acupuncture 

needles with the fletches cut from tissue paper. Gluing three onto the shafts at the correct 

(ish) angle in the correct position was ‘entertaining’ and also means you are unlikely to 

see any Agincourt diorama in the near future. Feel free to get in touch if you have 

questions about anything else. 
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Photo by John Levesley 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Forthcoming Shows 2018 
 

August 5th  

August 12th  

September 15th  

September 22nd/23rd  

September 29th  

October 13th/14th  

November 10th/11th  

November 25th  

December  

  
Avon  
Boscombe Down  
Farnborough  
Euro Miniature Expo  
Abingdon  
Tank Mod  
Scale Model World  
Bugle Call  
--  

 
Thornbury, BS35 3BJ  
Old Sarum, SP4 6DZ  
Camberly, GU15 2PQ  
Folkstone, CT20 2DZ  
OX14 1BB  
Bovington  
Telford  
Nailsea, BS48 2HN  

 
We have a stand  
We have a stand  
 
 
 
We have a stand  
We have a stand  
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Friends Of The New Forest Airfields 

 

Museum open days for August are the 5
th

 and 19
th

. For more info see Henry Goodall 

 

Western Front Association Wessex Branch 

 

Following on from the Wimborne History Festival I found this association. Who have 

monthly meetings on a Saturday afternoon at Pimpern Village Hall, DT11 8UZ   If you 

are interested they can be contacted,-  www.wessexwfa.org.uk  Phone, 01929 553060 

 Email, martin@eastcote.go-plus.net    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

  Model T Ambulance replica at Wimborne history festival                  photo Jim 

 

 

Club contact details –   

** Club official site –  https://poolevikingsblog.wordpress.com 

** Facebook is www.facebook.com/Poole-Vikings-Model-Club-242610765772125/ 

** Malcolm’s own web-site  https://malcolmvlowe.wordpress.com also has info  
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